Banking on the JORC Code

Mining projects relying on blue-sky assumptions are part of Australian folklore. But banks that are considering financing resource projects need more than blue-sky scenarios. While codes of practice are available, they are not always enough, say QUENTIN AMOS and PHIL BREADEN.

The banking community relies on reserve estimates and reports in evaluating whether or not to advance finance to a resources company. Until recently, companies have maintained their own standards with respect to reserve estimation which has resulted in banks requiring third party audits that, at the very least, ensure consistency of approach and standards.

In recent years, The JORC Code (the “Code”) “sets out the minimum standards, recommendations and guidelines for public reporting of exploration results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves in Australasia” (JORC, 1999).

The Code goes on to define public reporting as a report “prepared for the purpose of informing investors or potential investors and their advisers”.

As the Australian and New Zealand Stock Exchanges have adopted the Code into the listing rules, it is natural that companies focus their attention on the needs and requirements of the equities markets.

This paper focuses on the understanding, use and reliability of reserves estimates produced under the Code for banking purposes and expresses some concerns about the potential reliance by financiers on the Code.

BANK LENDING CONSIDERATIONS

A bank’s focus on ore reserves is a subset of understanding all of the technical risks associated with the project which forms one part of understanding the overall financial risk.

However, we note that a bank’s decision whether or not to advance funds to a company or project depends not only on the particular risks of the project, but the bank’s overall appetite for credit risk in that market.

This appetite will depend on the bank’s current level of exposure to the resources industry as a portion of its overall loan portfolio, as well as its level of exposure to the particular commodity and company.

In this regard, each bank will have its own prudential limits on the maximum exposure it prefers to hold in any one industry or company which are determined by regulation and bank policy.

On the basis that a bank has an appetite for the mining market, the commodity, the company and the size of the envisaged exposure, then the risk spotlight will fall firmly on technical risk, and in the first instance the estimated ore reserves, as the basis of any loan.

In the authors’ experience, ore reserves hold potentially the greatest risk for project finance lenders where there is no recourse to the parent entity beyond the project.

Mining finance since the mid-1980s has shown that realisation of grade estimates is rarely achieved and thus banks start their analysis of ore reserves from a position of scepticism in regard to tonnage and grade predictions.

POSSIBILITY AND GRAVITY OF LOSS

The reality of ore reserve estimation is that a company never knows with certainty what reserves it has until they have been fully extracted.

Indeed, a common method of petroleum reserve estimation is based on probability...
assessments with “proven” reserves generally taken to have at least a 90% probability of being achieved and “probable” reserves only 50%.

Few banks would enter into a financing if there was a 10% probability of financial loss and certainly no banks would lend money with a 50% probability of loss.

While we are not suggesting that a loss to bankers would automatically result from ore reserves not being achieved, the reality is twofold:

1. Most bankers generally accept “proved ore reserves” as a fact in the same way they treat audited financial statements, not an estimate with “the highest degree of confidence” that “extraction could be reasonably justified”; and

2. While much effort has been placed in the last 20 years on evaluating the likelihood of reserve estimates, little effort has been placed on the result should reserve estimates prove inaccurate.

Although probability analysis has been tackled on a number of fronts assisted by continuously improving technology and computing power, the question of ‘gravity’ is still paramount.

From a lender’s point of view it is not enough for the mining company to simply estimate the probability of an occurrence, it must also understand the result side of the risk equation and then accurately convey this to an expectant banking audience.

For example, the ore reserve statement encapsulates all the basic project factors including among other things recoveries, costs, environmental issues and economic forecasts.

How often, however, are these assumptions, or the sensitivity of the estimated reserves to the assumptions, presented with the ore reserve statement?

 Banks typically evaluate projects based on their own (usually conservative) cost and economic assumptions.

However, banks are rarely in a position to adjust the ore reserve estimates for the assumptions used in the balance of their analyses.

This observation is not made to suggest reserve estimates should be based on financial assumptions provided by financiers, rather that the current practice may not be ideal.

Indeed, it is reasonable to state that one man’s reserve is another man’s resource – it is not just a question of the quality of the geological understanding of the relevant competent person.

It is the misunderstanding of the accuracy of ore reserve estimates discussed above that has led to the banking industry regarding mining finance, particularly project finance, as being higher risk lending demanding deeper investigation and higher fees.

The categorisation of proved and probable ore reserves and the three categories of resource are very important from a bank’s point of view as they are regarded as categories of risk and thus are intertwined with portfolio theory.

The “safest” category – proved – may be acceptable as a basis for lending, but there is limited banking risk appetite for probable reserves.

The difficulty for lenders results from a situation where lending against probable reserves in a large developed mine is weighed against lending against a proved ore reserve on a greenfields property belonging to a smaller less well known company.

Again this involves the gravity side of the risk equation.

Clearly there are factors here of volatility in the assumptions outside the reserve where human credibility and track record are important.

Can we really accept that this is a proved rather than a probable ore reserve when we do not know this company or the particular ore reserve estimator?

This is particularly important when dealing with commodities outside precious metals, where markets are constantly shifting and security of supply for the off-taker is important.

Most technically knowledgeable banks will realise that compliance with the Code is not just a “box to be ticked”.

Thus for the sake of mining industry credibility the target of increasing ore reserve estimate reliability and transparency should be a paramount aim.

COMPETENT PERSON

The Code requires mineral resource and ore reserves statements to be prepared by or under the direction of a competent person who must have particular relevant qualifications and experience.

The selection of the competent person is left, however, to the company’s senior management, or in smaller companies, the company board of directors.

As noted by Miskelly (2001), the competent person “will need to belong to a self-regulated organisation…whose members are bound by a code of ethics or equivalent rules and which has disciplinary powers over its members”. But this does not necessarily mean that the competent person is the most experienced person available.

Human frailty that may result in errors creates risk and uncertainty that cannot be accurately measured. Therefore banks necessarily develop a certain level of trust in the providers of the information in order to mitigate the interpretation risk.

Such trust will be directly related to the quality of product of the technical specialists involved in the assessment process and the level of trust and respect banks have developed for the specific competent persons.

In reality, from a bank’s perspective, most corporate competent persons are not independent or may not be 100% objective (especially if emotionally tied to a particular project), and they do not necessarily work to the highest of international standards.

Thus, banks will at present continue to insist on ore reserve reviews and audits being conducted by parties outside and independent from the mining company.

Indeed, while a bank may only be involved with a company on one or two occasions, it may well employ particular consultants several times each year, demonstrating a high level of trust in these consulting companies and in particular individuals
It is also likely to have some degree of control over a consultant company because in this case there is role reversal and the bank becomes the client.

**BOARD RESPONSIBILITY**

The release of a public report is unquestionably the responsibility of the company's board of directors, although Miskelly (2001) also notes that competent persons are subject to increasing legal responsibilities.

However, we suggest, based upon our experience as bankers, that currently there is not a sufficient and general appreciation at board level of the risk implications for corporate health, which are contained within the ore reserve statement.

In our experience many boards simply abrogate responsibility of the ore reserve report to the competent person as “they are appropriately qualified so it must be OK”. Patently this action does not reflect a suitable duty of care, which would be expected of the board by all the stakeholders.

Engendering responsibility at board level for ensuring the acceptability of the reserve estimate as a true reflection of all of the relevant factors should be strongly encouraged and would be preferable to the lone signature of the competent person.

This would be exactly the same as the board taking full responsibility for the company's commodity or foreign exchange hedging policy, which is now an expected and accepted corporate practice.

Many boards seem to think that hedging is more important than the underlying project assets and performance, which we believe to be a strange concept because if there is decrement in the ore reserve it will affect every aspect of corporate health.

Board approval would also give continuity to the ore reserve estimate, which goes beyond the corporate life of a particular individual. How often have we heard that with the appointment of a new competent person the ore reserve has been recalculated because of a number of factors which have been determined to be judged incorrectly by the previous incumbent?

Indeed, not only are boards already legally responsible for public reports, in most financing the board makes a representation about the accuracy of estimates and forecasts (including reserve estimates) provided to banks as a basis for the financing.

Requiring a formal board approval for all reserve estimates would assist in reinforcing the legal responsibilities already imposed on directors.

**REALITY**

Two case histories should be enough to illustrate our concerns.

An Australian resources company over time had several “competent persons” responsible for ore reserve estimation from its various sites, reporting to a technical director responsible to the board.

Over three years, different practitioners using changes in geological approach and understanding revised the company's reserve base significantly. The board subsequently criticised the previous estimates and it rejected the conservative view of reserves by the bank's consultant.

Reserves deteriorated 20% from the banking feasibility study with a consequential increase in unit mining costs during a period of falling commodity prices.

The board’s focus on constructing hedging strategies for currency and commodities rather than understanding the bottom line effect of the ore reserve estimate may well have contributed to the ultimate termination of the company’s operations.

In an offshore oil and gas example, the original reserves of a project were reduced by 50% after their reassessment following a 3D seismic survey.

Unfortunately this occurred shortly after drawdown of the bank lending facilities, which resulted in an immediate event of default. At field shut in, the field had actually produced close to 85% of the original reserve estimate.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Banks with relevant Australian technical expertise have embraced the Code as a requirement for ore reserve statements. Banks deal in risk appraisal and assessment, yet ore reserve statements tend to be accepted as fact.

From a banking perspective, understanding the likely results should the assumptions underlying the ore reserve statement be incorrect or inaccurate is just as important as the actual reserves level.

Companies seeking debt funding should calculate reserves on the spot price alone, and not use financial engineering within the ore reserve estimation procedure.

Economic and financial assumptions used should be clearly stated in conjunction with the ore reserve statement. Therefore, while we are happy to include tax credits, locked in hedging etc in a cashflow model, we believe these should be avoided in the ore reserve model.

The Code has taken the industry a large step forward in aiming at good practice and consistency of approach. However, using the Code in a banking review will not save a company money or time unless there is objectivity, independence and reliability.

A company's use of individuals and consultants with impeccable credentials and an excellent track record in the estimation of the ore reserve backed up with full board support will increase the bank's level of confidence in the project and lower volatility in estimates over time.
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